
Here are some of the facts about coronavirus covid19. My bias is that there is no reason to fear.

Let’s start with that today is April 17, 2020. The government has ordered shut downs
nationwide.

For those who did not know, the common cold is a form of coronavirus.

Here are the statistics as reported.

Worldwide cases reported: 2,196,109 Worldwide deaths reported: 149,024
United States cases reported: 688,019 United States deaths reported: 35,907
California cases reported: 24,424 California deaths reported: 821
San Diego county cases reported: 2,087 San Diego county deaths reported: 63

Now, let’s look at world population numbers:
World population: 7,800,000,000
United States population: 328,900,000
California population: 39,510,000 (40,010,000 if counting 500,000 illegal residents)
San Diego county population: 3,338,000
Do you trust the above disease statistics have not been influenced in any way by authorities that
want to grade with a bias towards covid19? Here’s another fact, I don’t.

According to the World Health Organization stats,
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/the-top-10-causes-of-death

56,900,000 (56.9 million) people died in 2016.

Our World In Data reports that deaths at
56,600,000 deaths in 2015
56,060,000 deaths in 2014
55,560,000 deaths in 2013
55,110,000 deaths in 2012
https://ourworldindata.org/births-and-deaths

155,068 people died every day in 2015 according to these facts. Let me repeat, every day, over
150,000 people die every day as the common statistical calculations show for this decade.

There have been less than 150,000 alleged deaths from the coronavirus covid19 in 4 months
total than there are every day. This means 16,200,000 (16.2 million) deaths have happened
worldwide from all other causes. Could you imagine if the news had a death counter for cancer?
Do you not think there is an agenda to create fear for a financial and power purpose? Another
fact, I do.

https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/the-top-10-causes-of-death
https://ourworldindata.org/births-and-deaths


According to the CDC fact sheet on death and mortality for 2017 in the USA.
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/deaths.htm
Number of deaths for leading causes of death:

● Heart disease: 647,457
● Cancer: 599,108
● Accidents (unintentional injuries): 169,936
● Chronic lower respiratory diseases: 160,201
● Stroke (cerebrovascular diseases): 146,383
● Alzheimer’s disease: 121,404
● Diabetes: 83,564
● Influenza and Pneumonia: 55,672
● Nephritis, nephrotic syndrome and nephrosis: 50,633
● Intentional self-harm (suicide): 47,173

Yes, the facts are that in 2017 more people killed themselves than deaths from the Covid19.
Nearly 9x as many people died from heart disease. More than 5x as many, nearly 6x as many,
died from accidents. And Influenza and Pneumonia have more than 1.5x nearly 2x as many
deaths. Another fact, in 2010 I had pneumonia, ARDS, a collapsed lung and was in a 13 day
medically induced coma, along with other complications. I remember what it’s like to suffer and
nearly die. I do not wish death or suffering on anyone. In fact, I am called to bless my enemies
and to forgive and to love, truly. May all who have passed rest in peace.

Again, the CDC stats report
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/68/wr/mm6826a5.htm
This report says that on average, every day in 2017, 7708 people died from all causes in the
United States of America. Every day. At that rate (which is lower than 2020 based on projections
of growth aligned with decades of patterns to produce evidence of accurate projections), there
would have been 832,464 deaths in the United States in 2020 alone from January to April 17
and 2,813,420 deaths in the United States in 2017.

Why is there so much peer pressuring for panic? Why is the media trying to paint this pig as a
lady? I apologize, that is the first non fact that I have listed. It turns out, even I, seeking to be
100 percent facts, puts in opinion and commentary. Who else has with their reporting? Another
opinion, too many. There is an old saying in politics “never let a good crisis go to waste.” What
does this mean for our current situation? Tyrants of days past used to say “whoever controls the
food and the medicine controls the country.” This still holds obvious relevance. A deeper
inspection shows that, “whoever controls the minds of the people, controls the country.” This is
shown as a strategy with dogmatic religious control as well as dogmatic scientism control.
(Scientism is the idea that if it’s reported as science, that means it has been accepted as
absolute truth without questioning if the information was biased, faked, corrupted by financial
interest, and political interests. We all must remember that 4/5 doctors used to say smoking was
good for you. Remember when for 20 years, there was “no conclusive evidence to link smoking
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to lung cancer.” That is what happens when people fall prey to dogmatic scientism. Remember
people, the last steps of the scientific theory include peer review and retest.)

Please, compare those numbers of daily deaths, yearly deaths, and the reported deaths from
coronavirus covid19.

Now, let’s get into something many want to know the answers to. What is eugenics? “The study
of how to arrange reproduction within a human population to increase the occurrence of
heritable characteristics regarded as desirable. Developed largely by Francis Galton as a
method of improving the human race, it fell into disfavor only after the perversion of its doctrines
by the Nazis.” From Oxford definition.

What did Bill Gates say in his 2017 TedTalk “Innovating to Zero” at 4:30 into the video?
https://www.ted.com/talks/bill_gates_innovating_to_zero?language=en

“First, we’ve got population. The world today has 6.8 billion people. That’s headed up to about
nine billion people. Now, if we do a really great job on the new vaccines, health care,
reproductive health services, we could lower that by, perhaps 10-15 percent.”

FROM HIS MOUTH. A GOOD JOB IN HIS EYES IS ELIMINATING 680,000,000 (680 MILLION)
TO NEARLY 1,000,000,000 (1 BILLION) PEOPLE, ELIMINATED. DOES THAT NOT MAKE
YOU STOP AND THINK WHY DOES HE WANT TO VACCINATE THE WORLD? Not to mention
he has said that he also stated that he wants to put microchips in people to scan if they got the
vaccine or not (he also says to show if they recovered, nice add on for cover: opinion, educated
and psychological studies opinion). He owns the software company that would be tracking that
information. So he would get paid to vaccinate people, paid to track those people and what
else?

In Communication Studies and Psychology of influence and impression management we
learned that if you wear baby blue people are more likely to think of you as harmless and nice,
as Bill consistently does when interviewing recently. Do you think that Bill Gates, one of the
world’s richest men with billions of dollars on the lines and hundred and thousands of people
who are getting rich with him have not studied communication and psychology and are
attempting to create a manipulation of people in his favor? After being blasted, now his wife is
using fear tactics also as a way to push their agenda. Remember when Bill Gates said
33,000,000 people would likely die from this? And I won’t go further on Jeffrey Epstein than this.
Do you think a multimillioire with an island and alleged child sex slave trafficking was operating
alone? No.

To anyone who wants to say conspiracy theory, you obviously don’t understand the law
terminology. These are called allegations. The word conspiracy theory was coined by C.I.A.
operatives after the Kennedy assassination to discredit and socially label individuals and groups
who questioned if there was a lone shooter and if there were greater agendas. Facts. There is a
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strategy known as social shaming in which you name call and label someone as gullible,
uninformed, ignorant, stupid, a distraction or a conspiracy theorist to then create a divide in the
group. As the parable goes, if the sheep are biting each other they forget there is a wolf trying to
eat them. To be clear, every lawyer in the history of the law who has ever prosecuted someone
would be classified as a conspiracy theorist until proven right. Again, these are allegations
based on research and analyzing. If you dismiss critical information because of psychological
discomfort or willful ignorance, you are operating out of moral, mental, and emotional weakness,
and in my opinion, means you need to keep developing (as do I) and are not fit for
leadership.Those who are ready, willing, and able to critically think and love are called and
respected. Conspire (Latin roots) means to breathe together.

Have you checked into the true facts of polio vaccination? Or are you just getting your
information from the mainstream media? This is important. Have you questioned the amount of
censorship that search engines and mass media have to protect their million and billion dollar
investors and investments? Do you question the outright slander towards an idea that goes
against their agenda? Do you know how many deaths and paralyzations have happened from
the polio vaccine? If you were shown the evidence that those numbers are close to and
surpassing millions, would you believe or be so shocked to think it’s not real or hopefully, seek
truth and evidence? As many with the holocaust were, shocked beyond belief; same with the
child sex slave trafficking and satanic cults. Do you know the amount of epidemics that polio
vaccine has created as admitted by the CDC and W.H.O.? Watch the documentaries listed
below in the resources. Parts of India and Africa have banned Bill Gates and said we do not
want to be your experiments anymore. Do you even try to educate yourself or do you continue
to let people with billions and trillions of dollars of financial and political interests educate you?

Operation Paperclip. United States companies hired Nazi doctors after World War II rather than
being prosecuted and convicted of war crimes. Many of these doctors went on to work for big
pharamapsuedical companies. Operation Mockingbird. C.I.A. operatives admitted to paying
journalists to publish stories that pushed their agenda, sometimes includes false and fabricated
information. This is still active today. MK Ultra, brainwashing study on willing victims and
unwilling victims using drugs and trauma based brainwashing techniques. The C.I.A. admitted
this. These are important parts of our world history. Please, watch the educational
documentaries below to get a better sense of what’s going on. Never forget, World Trade Center
7 (not the Twin Towers), fell with no attack, it was demolitioned. It was lied about how it went
down, and then confessed by Larry Silverstein, the owner of the building, to “pull it.” Have you
ever seen a demolition of a building? Did you notice how the Twin Towers and WTC7 fell at free
fall speed? Do you know who the five dancing Israelis are? Do you know who Larry Silverstein
is? Do you know what a false flag attack is? If you were being lied to, how would you know? Do
you default to trust? I had the end of my finger cut off when I was 5 years old in an accident
when my dad cut the tip of my finger off. I am aware that not all people are present and that
even superman makes mistakes. I do not default to trust. I work to trust. Trust must be earned
and honored to be kept. And if trust dies, I believe it can be resurrected with true love.



Pre 9/11 there were about 500-600 companies in the United States of America that owned a
media outlet. Post 9/11 6 companies bought up 90% of the media in the United States of
America. This means that 6 presidents and 6 board rooms can now collude with big pharma
executives, the deep state, the 1% and other agencies to attempt to dictate the narrative and
the critical thinking of people. The deep state is people in political power who have been there
for long periods of time in the background. Dr. Anthony Fauci for example, who is on the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation (do you even follow the money and see whose funding who?) and
gets millions of dollars worth of funding from such foundation. Here’s the facts from
https://www.niaid.nih.gov/about/director, “Dr. Fauci has advised six Presidents on HIV/AIDS and
many other domestic and global health issues. He was one of the principal architects of the
President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), a program that has saved millions of
lives throughout the developing world.” That is an example of deep state. Someone who has
political influence from over 20 years running. Do you not think that lobbyists can reach him and
influence his position? Do you know who funds his businesses? Do you not think that he stands
to gain from mass government shut downs and mandated vaccines? On the subject of
mandated vaccines, that is a breach of human rights and in my opinion, how people treat factory
farm animals, not free human beings and should be represented with legal action, indictments,
arrests, and justice to the perpetrators. If you were educated from the deep research on
vaccines you would see that there are ingredients in there as preservatives that can cause
major damage. Watch the documentaries. I didn’t know what I didn’t know until the evidence
was shown and explained educationally. How do you explain that in 1931 was the first case of
autism along with the first time that mercy was used in vaccination shots? How do you explain
that 1 in 10,000 kids had autism until the 1980’s when the amount of mercy compound in shots
became even more prevalent, doubling and beyond because it was cheap despite evidence of
the horrid outcomes. The amount of mercury and heavy metals in shots, including the flu shot, is
well beyond the standard for what is harmful. How do you explain that recently, 1 in 69 children
are diagnosed with autism? Do you know what mercury does to the nervous system? Do you
actually know the facts or do you get your education from the mass media? Please watch the
“Trace Amounts” documentary for information that is not pop media. I do not aim to guilt you or
shame you (I aim to free you and empower you with truth and love), but how many children and
families could you spare if you knew the truth? This is a warning, woe. Do not say that because
you are not a doctor that you are not qualified to spread informational facts without scientism
and spread educated questions to create higher level critical thinking. If you can read, you can
educate yourself in anything. Remember when doctors said that smoking didn’t do any harm
and 4/5 doctors actually recommended a certain type of cigarette as poster advertising
marketing propaganda from the past reveals? If you seek all truth, only 100% is 100%. The truth
will set you free. Truth exists before proof. We are looking for proof of truth, still, truth exists
before proof.

So, let’s put this in understandable terms for those who are not yet seeing the corruption. You
know how people on their social media mostly only show the good and if they show the bad, it’s
to show a good fail that still makes them look good. Do you not think that these companies with
billions of dollars on the line and thousands of people with influence who would benefit
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financially from this would do the same? Do you not know that people hire people as public
advisors and public relations for how the people would react to such information? Do you not
remember the propaganda of the Nazi regime and the current communist regimes of China,
Russia and Cuba? Do you not believe that there are spies and double agents in positions of
influence trying to get an agenda that would benefit their motherland? Do you not know that in
the 2017 NDAA, signed by Barack Obama, there is a presidential decree that loosens the laws
of propaganda, essentially legalizing propaganda in the United States media as a means to
“counter foreign propaganda.” Watch the “Hoaxed” documentary.

The timing of the shutdowns and social shaming and distancing and covering your mouths is
suspicious; worthy of introspection and investigation of crimes against humanity. The dark side
would be the agenda to not gather and not speak to each other: divide and conquer tactics.
What do teachers do when kids are disrupting the class? Separate them. However, this is not
class, and the disruption may be righteous, as this is nations of people who want freedom, love,
peace, health, and truth. The suspicion is with the timing of worldwide protests that were
happening in Hong Kong and around the world with mass gatherings to protest those who are
corrupting and fighting to destroy free speech, human liberties, and also destroying human
health and ecological health. Do you see yet?

Tactics of the enemy. Your side of the story will be discredited and claimed false, absurd,
gullible, uninformed, stupid, laughed at, a distraction, conspiracy theory, and any other form of
grotesque wording and dismissal to try and sway the subconscious and the conscious. The
spirit of lying will call you a liar. They may antagonise to get a reaction to then further defame
and discredit your stance. If that does not work, the person will attempt to discredit and attack to
show that the character is flawed so therefore the argument is now unsound and preposterous,
all without addressing the egregious information against them. If that does not work, they will
say they don’t see the correlation and your mind is merely fabricating the story and that it’s not
real and again try and make a joke of you and socially shame that person, ridiculing or shaming
that person, creating a subconscious terror to others that if they are friends with you or believe
what you believe, that means they will also be a social outcast and not worthy of love and
communion. They will say no one with intelligence actually believes that; hijacking your desire to
be intelligent so people have defaulted to not believing to support their own intelligence (low
hanging fruit and actually does not prove intelligence but susceptibility). The evil spirit of lies will
even use your empathy against you to control behavior as they have with the death counts and
social shaming people to wear masks and not gather (you will get them sick and kill them
propaganda. Just like the Nazis said the Jews were unclean people, get them away: creating
ghettos and then holocaust camps. It was a slippery slope from they are the sick ones to
genocide that got to that and a reason I cannot not speak. It wasn’t just the Jewish people
either, millions of others were killed. If you don’t defend others' freedoms, who will defend
yours? Speak the truth. Take a stand. Fear not, be strong and courageous; love, truly. Truth is
worthy). Never overestimate or underestimate evil, wisdom seek and truth seek for the whole
truth. Evil will create counter false lies and so many of them to keep reinforcing the lie it wants
you to believe that it can become ingrained in the subconscious and finding the truth like



searching for a sand dollar on the beach, creating visceral and emotional responses to logic and
questioning, attempting to put the fire out. Truth can heal and remove these lies if you let. Then
the enemy will try to get credited people to discredit the claims as stupid, preposterous, and
harmful to others. They’ll even hire people to attempt to bully you, and anyone, into submission
and encourage peers to bully you as well, under the guise of morality. They’ll get emotionally
charged with the hopes that charge carries on so more people bully truth seekers into
submission. This happens with the far right Nazi, the far left Communist, and the mega
financially rich with special interest. Heck, it even happens on the playground and in the
workplace. Money and influence does not equate morality or wisdom or honor. If that does not
work, they will then pick one specific detail and hammer it to death, hoping that one mistake or
error is grounds for dismissing the case altogether, all while ignoring the allegations that
implicate their side as being incorrect. They’ll do anything and everything they can to get you to
not look deeper, to say because I said so, and whatever else to just get you to not look and
obey. All this while censoring information that contradicts their stance, a major wrong and a
grievance that is punishable by law with imprisonment. And if all else fails, they’ll even go as far
as to say, “who cares? You’re just being righteous and I don’t see the moral dilemma at all.”
Which is disgusting in many cases, such as satanic worship, child sex slave trafficking, and
taking away medical freedoms as well as other human rights. All this done in dark hopes that
social shaming technique and fear based trauma brainwashing technique hijacks the conscious
and the subconscious so that “only we can save you” sinks in and creates dependency.
Evidence is meant to upgrade our modes of thinking and the narrative we have of how we
shape reality. Not using that evidence is known as cognitive dissonance, dismissing information
that conflicts with our held beliefs. Then people counter with confirmation bias where they look
for information that comforts and supports their beliefs they have, regardless of fact or fiction.

So, now the question is, what do we do about this? This is a serious question. My personal
opinion is that we need to love, truly. Our present power is to use our economic vote,
communicate authentically, share factual information with each other, and work not towards a
violent revolution but a peaceful resolution. It’s not us versus them with people; it’s us versus the
problem (just as marriage counselors say). Hate the behavior, not the person. We must learn
from Jesus Christ (Jahshua Mashiach), Martin Luther King Jr. and Mohandas Gandhi. True
LOVE, Peace, Health, Freedom, Service, and Family is the way to victory and respect and self
respect. Love, grace, mercy, faith, wisdom, honor, truth, peace, health, courage, freedom, and
integrity are virtues that transcend culture and are calling us higher into a greater destiny. You
don’t have to believe what we believe. We have a choice, for now. I believe now is the time to
LOVE LIKE JESUS.

Values of a life of freedom: Truth, Courage, Integrity, Shalom, Love, Freedom, Service, Family,
Faith, and Grace.

Resources to educate yourself further:
“Trace Amounts” documentary
“Hoaxed” documentary



“Vaxxed” documentary (I have not seen this one but I have read statistics)
“Out of Shadows” documentary www.outofshadows.org

There is a great evil in this world. And True LOVE came to destroy that evil. True LOVE heals all
wounds. True LOVE is the only thing worth living for; everything else is just an illusion. True
LOVE lives. Hallelujah. Thank you Jesus.

“The Measure of a Life is its Service.” SHSH motto

All gatherings have been declared banned. The First Amendment of the United States of
America Constitution states five freedoms. As stated:

“Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the government for a redress of grievances.”

Freedom to gather is included with our freedom
of speech. The first amendment is again under
attack with censorship, propaganda, and with
the right to peaceably assemble. What side of
history will you be on?

True LOVE wins.

http://www.outofshadows.org

